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Form IVA.—Both Fours could at one time be called “The Wanderers.” But we still think that “IVa” are entirely to blame for the one time whole, but now partial, loss of the best form room in the school.
One master found that this illustrious form have no sense of humour.  At some future date we should like to introduce him to our form “wits.” Some masters think we can do nothing but laugh.
In the last edition of the local paper the name of the above M.A. was apparently left out. Was this why he vented some anger on it?
We still take woodwork, not like the “rebels.” 
We should like to know :—
Why there are so many pictures in the Hall.
Who inaugurated the unofficial “christening” in the Biol. Lab.
Who sings this signature tune “’Urry up outside now.” 
Howlers:—
Dilute water should be used instead of distilled water.
The Eskimo grows very little food, but does manage to grow some bananas.

Form IIIa.—Mr. B—n: “Name two people in the Bible who were, close friends.” 
Boy: “Cain and Mabel, Sir.”
Mr. Ph—s: “Can anybody give me the name of a wooden wind instrument?”
Boy: “Baboon, Sir.”

Form Ia.—Mr. R. Give me the three meanings of the First Person Singular of “aller,” meaning, “to go.”
Boy: “ I go, I am going, I am gone.”
Mr. Ph—s. : “ What is meant by ‘credit and renown’ ? ” 
Boy: “Same as ‘tick,’ Sir.”
Mr. R—s: “What do the letters Q.E.D. mean?”
Boy: “Quite enough done, Sir.”

Form V. Mod.—Heard in Class:—
(a) A rabbit’s bones are held together by wire. 
(b) Brutus was a book‑worm and a swot.
Twilight Phantasy
	Sweet melody of enchantment,	Slumbering scenes of cool twilight,
	Soft sigh from sleepy soul,	Crimson farewell of the sun;
	Low whisper of contentment,	Peaceful earth, dim in starlight,
	Faint cloudy murmuring roll.	Sleepy now her day is done.

	Light phantasy that echoes	Sweet melody of enchantment,
	Its soft serenade in my heart;	Faint cloudy murmuring roll;
	Soft serenade that re‑echoes	Low whisper of contentment,
	Slumbering scenes of couchant art.	Soft sigh from sleeping soul.
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